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OUR VISION
To create a shared learning environment where a community of
learners comes together to celebrate and support all young children
as they build relationships, engage with the joy and challenges of
everyday life and continue to learn, grow and participate actively in
society. It is our vision to create a community where children’s natural
curiosity and desire to learn and have fun, along with family’s
expectations and educator’s knowledge, are all valued and
respected.

OUR LEARNING PROGRAM
We view children as competent, curious, creative
and to this end value the provision of an
environment that nurtures their development
and learning. We recognise the value and
richness of play as a catalyst for their
learning.
Our program is guided by the Early
Years Framework which describes the
principles, practices and outcomes that
support and enhance young children’s
learning from birth to five years of age.

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
We provide a government approved
Kindergarten Program in our Pre-Prep
rooms, which is led by ‘four-year qualified’
experienced teachers. The program is
based on the Queensland Kindergarten
Learning Guideline with responsive and
intentional teaching experiences in a play
based environment.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PLAY
Puggle’s Burrow provides a play based learning program because it is
acknowledged through research that best practice in early years should be centred
on children’s play.
Play provides children the opportunities to learn as they create, improvise,
discover and imagine.
Play allows children to explore and make sense of their world in a fun, relaxed,
meaningful and non-judgemental way.
Puggle’s Burrow children are supported in their play by educators who
respond to their strengths and interests, allowing children to engage in a
welcoming and rich learning environment where intentional teaching and
emergent curriculum is occurring.

STAFF
Our highly qualified and dedicated staff take a very active role in the children’s
learning. Regular professional development is undertaken ensuring all up-todate early childhood research and policies are current.
This enables our Early Learning Centre to provide the best possible outcomes and
support to the children in our care.

NATIONAL QUALITY STANDARD RATING
All early childhood educational care services are assessed and
rated against quality standards under the National Quality
Framework. The National Quality Standard provides a
benchmark for measuring the quality of early childhood
education and care in services across Australia.
Our Centre proudly received an ‘Exceeding
National Quality Standard’, denoting our
Early Learning Centre goes above and
beyond all quality requirements.

UNIFORM/CLOTHING
Children attending the Centre will be required to
wear the uniform. We believe this increases the
children’s sense of belonging and establishing
them as part of a friendly group. Uniforms may be
ordered from the ELC or purchased direct from
the College Uniform Shop or ROCC Shop.
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‘It is paradoxical that many educators and parents still differentiate
between a time for learning and a time for play without
seeing the vital connection between them.’
Leo F. Buscaglia

FOOD
Good eating habits and a healthy
attitude to eating are part of the learning
process at Puggle’s Burrow. We provide
an assortment of fresh fruit for children
to enjoy at morning tea. Parents are
required to provide:
• packed, nutritional lunch in named
lunch box
• drink bottle containing water only
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ENROLMENT PROCESS
It is advised to make an application for
enrolment, at the Centre, well in advance of the
date you wish your child to enter.
The Application Forms are obtainable from:Early Learning Centre Office 07 3488 6720
Email: ocelc@ormistoncollege.com.au
Website: www.ormistoncollege.com.au
Once received, accompanied by your $50.00
(non-refundable) application fee, we will send a
confirmation letter informing you that your child
is on our waiting list.
You will be contacted when an appropriate
vacancy is available. Please ensure all your
contact details are kept up-to-date with the
ELC Administration.
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Yo ur ch ild’s pa th w ay to
Orm ist on Coll ege
Opening hours: 7.00am - 6.00pm

(Only closed for one week Christmas/New Year)

97 Dundas Street West • Ormiston • QLD 4160
PO Box 1835 • Cleveland DC
T: 07 3488 6720

Email: ocelc@ormistoncollege.com.au
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